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We have a plan to ensure a free, democratic, and safe society for all Australissians.
Through the Conservative Party, we can enforce our policies and make our ambitions a
reality. We can become a prosperous and united micronation amongst others like New
Virginia, Adammia, Austenasia, and more. We believe we can, and we believe we will.
Embrace the Blue Wave, for it has begun!

Our commitment to you:
Your job, your home, the territory you live in, the school your children go to, your own
pension – all these things depend on a strong economy.
Our party will ensure working through our long-term economic plan. We will:
 keep our economy secure by making a surplus so that we start paying
members of parliament, and other ministers
 keep the market free for all citizens and government workers
 pursue our ambition to become the most prosperous micronational economy in
the world.
Our long-term economic plan is forming and making the Australis economy the biggest
micronational economy in the world, with a free-market.
 Holding on to state industries creates an ineffective industry due to a lack of the
need for competitiveness and innovation. We need expansion in the form of
public companies
 In a good market, there is always competition, this cannot exist if the
government is a player on the market.
 Monopolies are bad for the government, it is not in the national interests and
thus the government must act to break them up. In light of this, the government
shouldn’t create monopolies either.
As Australis is merely a micronation, it is impossible to enact an income, corporation, or
any other sort of tax. In order to collect funds for this nation, the citizens should be able
to contribute to the Patreon, helping fund ideas and aspirations for this nation.
We stand by the idea that all companies will be treated equally, and the workers
cooperatives shan't be prioritized. The socialist threat is too far gone to support this
economy.

Keeping Australis safe:
We need to maintain a balanced defence budget and give the Royal Australissian
Defence Force the equipment they need. To keep this country safe from outsiders is an
important goal. We will:
 ensure a well-funded Defence Force by continuing to build a stronger economy
 ensure a well-staffed Defence Force by recruiting members
 ensure there is value in protecting this country we love so dearly
While being headquartered in Integritas, currently the Defence Force only has four
active personnel. Yes – only four. Three extra units are in reserve. For only having four
active personnel for four exact branches is a worrying sight for this nation. We will work
with any members of the force, government, and the Grand Duke himself to corroborate
the Defence Force is strong and well-staffed to support the many territories Australis
has.
As Australis is merely a micronation once again, we must be cautious with a military.
Many micronations use a “military” to leverage “war” against others, and disrupt the
active professional class of micronations. Let us not only support our military, but use it
ceremonially to honor the fallen, the Grand Duke, and the symbolic representation of the
strength in this country.

Personal data of citizens:
Micronations fear the threat of outsiders trying to beach defences regarding security of
inhabitants and the overall protection of the nation. We will:
 ensure data of citizens is protected
 ensure data of citizens is up-to-date
 ensure data of citizens is consensual, and that the citizen holds right to them
Citizens are and should be the number-one priority for this nation. They decide who
wins in an election, who runs the country, and how they are governed. Protecting them
not only by military defence, but cyber defence is a major keystone to keep Australis a
high-quality micronation.
The Conservative Party is willing to draft a data-security act for the citizens when
elected, and will continue under all of our power to protect the data and rights the
citizens hold with them.
We will always do whatever is necessary to protect the Australissian people.

Growth of our nation in many sectors:
A micronation does not grow easily, we need citizens with different views and
characteristics to help build a vibrant and passionate nation. We will:
 ensure promotion of immigration
 ensure activity and contribution of citizens
 ensure the national interest of furthering the society norms of this nation
The Conservative Party believes in furthering the development of any nation by means
of immigration, contribution, and dedication.
We make certain that us, the Conservative Party – if elected, will actively work to get
citizens contributing, growing our population, and making sure our society is equal
amongst odds.
Equality is a matter not just of goods, but of treating people fairly – celebrating diversity
rather than punishing it. The Conservative Party will always aim to treat everyone
equally and fairly.
We shall always support proposals to set up an Equalities Committee, regarding race,
sex, and gender. We also support campaigns to advance LGBTQ+ rights and aims to
build a society where everyone is valued, respected and empowered, regardless of their
sexuality or gender identity.
Let us continue supporting all the interests of helping citizens, and do our best to
ensure a safe, protective, and loving society.

THIS IS OUR DETAILED PLAN.
Our plan to further the progress of this micronation.
Our plan for you and to ensure you are safe

WITH SIMPLE CONSERVATIVE IDEAS.
Those who work hard and do the right thing must be rewarded.
Everyone should be able to rise as high as their talents and effort will take them.
We measure our success not just in how we show our strength abroad, but in how we
care for the citizens.

ABOVE ALL, WE MUST DEVELOP THIS NATION.
Australis has the potential to become a great nation – only you, the citizens can make it
one. Developing this nation through legislation will help improve our level of ability, and
ensure the professionalism of said country.
Together, we can improve this nation.
We can secure better future for you and the rest of Australis.
Let us keep moving forward; and set our sights on making our country greater!

This publication has been supported and funded by ordinary people and promoted by
Cameron Koehler on behalf of The Conservative Party in the constituency of Amicitia.

